UPCOMING EVENTS

Student Chamber Music Recital
Wednesday, April 27 at 6 p.m.
Davis Hall, GBPAC

Faculty Artist: Vakhtang Kodanashvili, piano
Tuesday, May 3 at 8 p.m.
Davis Hall, GBPAC

The School of Music Calendar of Events is available online at music.uni.edu/events.

In consideration of the performers and other members of the audience, please enter or leave a performance at the end of a composition. Cameras and recording equipment are not permitted. Please turn off all electronic devices, and be sure that all emergency contact cell phones and pagers are set to silent or vibrate. In the event of an emergency, please use the exit nearest to you. Please contact the usher staff if you need assistance.

This event is free to all UNI students, courtesy of the Panther Pass Program.

The University of Northern Iowa honors the ancestral stewards of the land on which our university rests. Through the work we do every day to live our mission, the University of Northern Iowa aspires for you to see a community that: honors Native and Indigenous People and culture, lives the 7th Generation Principle, does good for the people and communities we serve, and embraces stewardship of our mission and land. Please see our full stewardship statement at president.uni.edu/stewardship-statement.

Performances like this are made possible through private support from patrons like you! Please consider contributing to School of Music scholarships or guest artist programs. Call 319-273-3915 or visit www.uni.edu/music to make your gift.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Women Sing!

Featuring
UNI Cecilians
Women Sing Festival Chorus

Elaine Hagenberg,
Guest Artist

Heather Gillis, piano
Amy Kotsonis, conductor

Tuesday, April 26, 2022, 6:30 p.m.
Great Hall, Gallagher Bluedorn
**Program**

**UNI Cecilians**

Voice on the Wind .................................................. Sarah Quartel
   Madie Hilbert and Calista Rowe, soloists
   Gerald Ehrman, percussion

One Voice ............................................................. Ruth Moody
   Preston Hirsch, guitar

Nothing Short of Grace ........................................... Joan Szymko

Hark I Hear ........................................................... arr. Alice Parker

True Colors ......................................................... Billy Steinberg and Tom Kelly
   arr. Jesse Hampsch

Music Down in My Soul .......................................... Moses Hogan
   Emma Martinson, soloist
   Aiden Endres, drumset

**Women Sing Festival Chorus**

Music of Life ....................................................... B.E. Boykin

When Thunder Comes ............................. Mari Esabel Valverde
   Joaquin Bobay, Gerald Ehrman,
   Aiden Endres, percussion

Beauty in a Moment .............................................. Elizabeth Ziman

What Happens When a Woman ..................... Alexandra Olsavsky

Shadow River ...................................................... Elaine Hagenberg
   World Premiere
   Elaine Hagenberg, pianist

**Cecilians**

Soprano I
   Emma Martinson
   Joslynn Miller
   Emily Reeser
   Olivia Stone
   Michaela Tweeton
   Lindsey Hubbell
   Sydney Peterson
   Lizzie Richardson
   Alexa Riniker
   Emma Saskowski
   Emily Waldon

Soprano II
   Alisa Anderson
   Abbey Case

Maddie Hawley
   Jenna Klyn
   Olivia Parsons
   Jaeden Ray
   Sarah Yezeck
   Kaydee Fowler
   Miranda Franzen
   Libby Heagel
   Madie Hilbert
   Marisa Jepsen
   Kaitlynn Keller
   Lauren Lorenzen
   Ayanna Reckman
   Maggie Strickland
   Claire Tow

**Women Sing Festival Chorus**

Abby Forbes
   Abby Wendland
   Abigail Long
   Abigail Perry
   Addison Cribbs
   Addisyn McElhose
   Addyson Probasco
   Adelina Curiel
   Alex Dice
   Alexia Shanks
   Alexis Rahlf
   Alexis Taylor
   Alicia Austin
   Alina Davis
   Allyson Warlick
   Alyssa Fuehrer
   Alyssa Hagiwara
   Alyssa Speck
   Angalina Taylor
   Ann Shaffer
   Anna Anderson
   Anna Curiel
   Anna Lade
   Anna McCluskey

Anneke Nielsen
   Annika Dearden
   Aria Khalil
   Arianna Davila
   Ash England
   Aubrey Moomey
   Autumn Consier
   Ava Wiegmann
   Avanley Jones
   Averi Drake
   Blessing Kabasele
   Brianna Wolfer
   Briar Martin
   Brooklynn Carlson
   Brooklynnie Nock
   Bryn Russell
   Cadance Schroer
   Cameron Dawson-Fink
   Camille Jepsen
   Camryn Brennan
   Carley Tiburcio
   Cecilia Clark
   Chloe Parks
   Claire Anderson

Claire Hintz
   Danielle Blosh
   Darby Lake
   Dreama Davis
   Elaine Vinson
   Ella Hutchinson
   Ella Vakiner
   Ella Weepie
   Ellyonna Johnson
   Emalee Brasch
   Emily Hagiwara
   Emily Shafer
   Emma Graf
   Emma McPearce
   Emma Noldy
   Emma Wenger
   Emma Westgard
   Emmelene Wrecsics
   Emmy Kramer
   Estella Newton
   Eva Kruse
   Evelyn Harbin
   Evelyn Sadler
   Evelyn Wilson
Faith Engle
Faith Ferry
Faith Johnson
Fiona Graber
Freda Walloh
Fuschia Wabaunasee
Gabby Westhoff
Gabi Kielkucki
Gabriella Hobson
Gali Flores
Genevieve Walbridge
Grace Avitt
Grace Bartlett
Grace DeVore
Grace Gruis
Grace Jackson
Hailey Saffell
Hailie Cory
Haley Descourouez
Haley McDonald
Hailey Manley
Hanna Anderson
Hannah Bettis
Hannah Borah
Hannah Kociolk
Hannah Wion
Harley Eckert
Hayden Dillon
Haylee Duckett
Hayley Burnett
Hope Good
Isabel Ceynar
Isabel Reinsch
Isabella Ryherd
Isabella Tisdale
Isabella Wendel
Isabelle Rosin
Jade Spicher
Jaelynn Nash
Jaida Rost
Jaiden Basalyga
Jalyssa Roszvinka
Jane Lam
Jaslynn Sturtz
Jasmine Hughes
Jay Nelson
Jaycie Aanonson
Jayden Dille
Jayden Gardipee
Jemima Nsimba
Jenna Lansing
Jillian Maiers
Jordan Thier
Journey Verdulla
Jubilee Cunigan
Judith Williams
Juliana Corbett
Kaitlyn Cronan
Kaliya Lampe
Kallie Titus
Kamey Stanley
Kara Nachazel
Karley Griffin
Katelyn Nelson
Katherine Dupich
Katherine Shoppa
Kathryn Lee
Katie Nims
Katie Nodia
Katie Steven
Kayla Glascoc
Kelli Moen
Kendall Fox
Kennedy Fleming
Keyanna Rote
Kit Adams
Kjersten Ouverson
Knuya Delil
Kori Dillon
Kyrren DeSorbo
Lauren Osborn
Leah Presnall
Leah Thier
Leia Jones
Leslie Kimura
Lexi White
Lilanna Espinoza
Lillian Kallenberger
Lillian Reyn Nhansen
Lilly Kallenberger
Lilly Lewis
Lily McConnell
Lily Shoemaker
Lily Smith
Liz Morgan
Lucille Keith
Lucy Maxwell
Luna Haskins
Lydia Klutier
Lydia Singleton
Maddilsen Kolaas
Madi Moore
Madison Mckee
Madison Schults
Maggie Greer
Maya Summers
Mary Allan
Maria Mustafa
Mary Reed
Maya Hanna
Mckenna Schroeder
Megan O’Neill
Mia Lockwood
Mia Ruden
MiKayla Reimann
Morgan Reeves
Neah McGovern
Nikki Pinter
Nina Dailey
Noel McKenna
Olivia Mathen
Paige Geiken
Pashmina Afidi
Paula Braun
Peyton Van De Wallw
Rachel Astorino
Rana Saba
Reagan Hodge
Rebecca Little
Ryleigh Gimer
Sadie Newsom
Samantha DeMeyer
Samanthina Morgan
Sam McGuire
Sarah Drake
Sarah Matt
Sarah Miller-Jacobs
Sarah Waul
Scarlett MisagBeckler
Selena Zupata
Sefalai Huynh
Shelby Adamiec
Sierra Frisvold
Sophia Bodin
Sophia Kizzier
Sophia Lange
Sophia Rippentrop
Sophia Witte
Sophie Andersen
Tajia Watts
Tallula Lamp
Tara Kent
Tayanna Chestnut-Rucker
Taylynn Breeden
Teresa Braun
Tia Rahmatalla
Tia Shaffer
Trinitee Stokes-Flowers
Victoria Christenson
Willow Oleson
Zoe Nolte

ABOUT OUR GUEST ARTIST

Elaine Hagenberg’s music “soars with eloquence and ingenuity” (ACDA Choral Journal). Her award-winning compositions are performed worldwide and frequently featured at American Choral Directors Association conferences, All-State festivals, Carnegie Hall, and other distinguished international concert halls from Australia to South America and throughout Europe.

In addition to composing full-time, Elaine actively engages in bringing her music to life as the guest artist and featured clinician for professional conferences and festivals both in the U.S. and abroad as a composer, conductor, and accompanist of her work.

With over fifty commissioned works, she has composed new music for the American Choral Directors Association, professional choirs, colleges and universities, community choirs, high schools, and churches. “I Am the Wind” was named the winner of the 2020 ACDA Brock Competition for Professional Composers.

Elaine has music in print with various publishers including Oxford University Press, G. Schirmer, Hinshaw Music, and Beckenhorst Press. Currently, she publishes her concert music independently through Elaine Hagenberg Music which is distributed through GIA.

JOIN US NEXT YEAR FOR

WE SING!

April 14, 2023